Division of Waste Mgmt. Public Hearing

R & R Septic Application APE20190003

10-16-19

Comments/questions:

1. What verification is provided by the Division of Waste Mgmt. regarding:
   A. The source of material stored in the existing lagoons, given that the applicant is receiving waste from multiple sources.
   B. The source of material applied to lands, given that the applicant is receiving waste from multiple sources.
   C. The volume of waste that is stored in existing lagoons.
   D. Land application rates/volumes of waste as it relates to supporting agricultural production.
   E. Frequency for applications of waste as it relates to supporting agricultural production.

2. Approximately 300 acres of the original approximate 400 acres of land, originally permitted by the applicant for applying waste, is no longer accepting/receiving waste. Has the original permit been revised to address this change in acreage?

3. Since the applicant has provided inaccurate/conflicting information regarding their current/previous operations for which they are currently permitted, please verify that the considered approval of this revised permit action is not intended to negate the issuance of violations/fines for previous/existing offenses.

4. The current permit identifies the operator as operating in Shelby County, when Robbie Lane is actually in Henry County. Please assure that all permitting at Robbie Lane is identified as Henry County in order for appropriate communications to occur.

5. Comment for Division of Water regarding this operator – Since the State of Kentucky has primacy regarding environmental regulations, and since Kentucky is declared to be a “no discharge” state, at what time is the Federal EPA to be notified of the liquid waste discharges at the Robbie Lane site?
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